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ABSTRACT

The electronic structure of the Mo2BC and Mo2B compounds was investigated

by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The Mo 3d, C 1s, and B 1s core levels are

identified. For the Mo2BC, the core-level binding energies corresponding to Mo

3d5=2, B 1s, and C 1s are localized at 227.90, 187.94, and 282.95 eV, respectively,

whereas for the Mo2B, the Mo 3d5=2, and B 1s are localized at 228.09 and 188.06

eV, respectively. Core-level binding energies shifts are observed in both com-

pounds using the charge-potential model. The electronic density of states was

calculated for Mo2B and Mo2BC using GGA approximation. Our results show

that the electronic density of states at the Fermi level in the Mo2B is higher than

that in the Mo2BC. The dominance of the Mo 4d states down to 8 eV below the

Fermi level is found. The calculated total DOS was consistent with the XPS

valence band spectra. Finally, within the BCS theory framework, the presence of

superconductivity in both compounds can not be explained only as a function of

the electronic density of states at the Fermi level. The electron-phonon coupling

constant (k) was calculated using the McMillan equation; the obtained values

were 0.75 for Mo2BC and 0.70 for Mo2B. These values indicate that both com-

pounds are intermediate coupled superconductors.

Introduction

The discovery of superconductivity in MgB2 at 40 K by

Nagamatsu et al. [1] has renewed a great interest in the

boron compounds; for example, borides, diborides,

hexaborides, and dodecaborides [2]. From these com-

pounds, the Mo-based ones are interesting because

some are superconductors. The dimolybdenum boride

Mo2B (Al2Cu-type structure) shows a body-centered

tetragonal structure (space group I4/mcm) with Z = 4.

The Wyckoff positions are Mo: 8h (0.17, 0.67, 0) and B:

4a (0, 0, 0.25), the corresponding site point group is

422. Each B atom has eight nearest Mo atoms. The

coordinate number of Mo atom is 15, with four Mo–B

bonds [3]. However, recently it has been reported that

the Mo2B tetragonal structure with space group I4/
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mcm is dynamically unstable at ambient pressure

respect to the tetragonal structure with space group

I4/m and Wyckoff positions Mo: 8h (0.1626, 0.6770,

0.0000) and B: 4e (0.0000, 0.0000, 0.2871)[4]. When C

atoms are introduced into the structure of Mo2B, the

borocarbide molybdenum Mo2BC is formed; it crys-

tallizes in a face-centered orthorhombic structure

(space groupe Cmcm). The C atoms are located at the

center of [Mo6C] distorted octahedra, which share

edges to form layers and B atoms forming zigzag

chains passing through the centers of trigonal prisms

of Mo atoms [5].

The Mo2BC and Mo2B compounds are supercon-

ductors with critical temperature (Tc) � 7.5 K [6] and

� 5.8 K [7], respectively. In these compounds, the

mechanism of superconductivity may be similar to

the observed in nonstoichiometric compounds such

as MoB2:5, NbB2:5, and others [8–11]. Details of the

electronic structure have been reported for Mo2B and

Mo2BC compounds [4, 12–14]. However, until now

the role of the chemical shifts via the core-level

binding energies and the contribution of Mo 4d, B 2p,

and C 2p orbitals to the electronic density of states

(DOS) have not been carried out in these compounds.

Therefore, in the present work we report the elec-

tronic structure studies by X-ray photoemission

spectroscopy (XPS) and calculations of the partial and

total electronic density of states. In addition, the

electron-phonon coupling constant was determined

and indicates that both compounds are intermediate

coupling superconductors.

Experimental and calculation details

Polycrystalline sample of Mo2BC was synthesized by

the arc-melting method using Mo2B (Aldrich, pow-

der \325 mesh) and carbon (99.5 % powder, crys-

talline, \57 mesh, 99.5 mass %), as precursors. They

were mixed in stoichiometric amounts and pressed

into a pellet of 13 mm in diameter and 0.5 g in weight.

Mo2BC and Mo2B pellets were melted and solidified

on a water-cooled copper hearth in an Ar (99.999%)

atmosphere. The X-ray diffraction patterns were

recorder in a Bruker axs D8 Advance diffractometer

using Cu Ka radiation with a Ni filter. The counts

were collected in steps of 0.02� for 14 s in the 2h range

10�–120� at room temperature. The lattice parameters

were refined using the Rietveld program, based on

the least-squares method [15]. DC magnetization

measurements as a function of temperature, M(T),

were performed in a Quantum Design SQUID-based

magnetometer at temperatures from 2 to 10 K with an

external magnetic field of 10 Oe. The electronic

structure and the chemical analysis were carried out

by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a

UHV system of VG Microtech ESCA2000 Multilab,

with an Al K X-ray source (hm = 1486.6 eV), and

CLAM4 MCD analyzer. The surface of polycrys-

talline samples was etched for 10 min with Arþ ions

produced with 4.5 kV at 0.33 lA mm�2. The XPS

spectra were obtained at 55� from the normal to the

surface in the constant pass energy mode (CAE), E 0 =

50 and 20 eV for surface and high-resolution narrow

scan, respectively. The peak positions were refer-

enced to the C 1s core-level of the hydrocarbon

groups localized at 285.00 eV. The XPS spectra were

fitted using the SDP v 4.1 program [16]. The XPS error

was estimated in deconvolution analyzes error at 5 %

(i.e. �0.05 eV).

The first-principles calculations were performed

with the CASTEP code [17, 18] based on density

functional theory (DFT) [19, 20]. The correlation

functional was treated by the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA), as proposed by Perdew–

Wang (PW91) [21]. The tightly bound core electrons

were represented by nonlocal ultra-soft pseudo-po-

tentials of the Vanderbilt-type [22]. The two param-

eters that affect the accuracy of calculations are the

kinetic energy cut-off and the number of k-points

used for the Brillouin zone [23]. The kinetic energy

cut-off used for the Brillouin zone was 500 eV and a

11� 11� 11 k-points mesh. The convergence toler-

ances were set as follows: 0.002 eV/Å for the maxi-

mum force on atoms, 10�4Å for the maximum atomic

displacement, and 0.003 GPa for the highest strain

amplitude.

Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction patterns for Mo2BC and Mo2B

polycrystalline samples are shown in Fig.1a, b,

respectively. The X-ray diffraction patterns were

identified as Mo2BC (ICSD No 29-0913) and Mo2B

(ICSD No 01-073-1766). Faint features of the Mo2C

phase (ICDD No 35-0787) were observed in the

Mo2BC sample. The calculated lattice parameter for

Mo2BC with an orthorhombic structure and space

group Cmcm (No. 63) were a = 3.0862(3) Å, b =

6412 J Mater Sci (2016) 51:6411–6418



17.3434(3) Å and c = 3.0472(2) Å; while for Mo2B with

a tetragonal structure and space group I4/m (No. 87)

were a ¼ 5.5469(3) Å and c = 4.7383(3) Å. The calcu-

lated lattice parameters are in agreement with those

reported previously for Mo2B [3] and Mo2BC [5].

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of

DC-magnetization M(T) measured from 10 K to 2 K

in an applied field of 10 Oe. The measurements were

performed in the zero field cooled (ZFC) and field

cooled (ZF) conditions. The superconducting transi-

tion temperature T c was defined by the onset of the

diamagnetic signal. T c of about 7.2 and 5.6 K were

determined for Mo2BC and Mo2B, respectively. These

values are in agreement with those reported previ-

ously, for Mo2BC [6] and for Mo2B [7]. The amount of

superconducting phase was estimated at 12 and 5 %

for Mo2BC and Mo2B, respectively. It is pointed out

that the amount of superconducting phase determi-

nation is ambiguous because the presence of flux-

pinning underestimates it [24]. It is noteworthy that

in the MT) curve of Mo2BC there is not a signal of the

Mo2C transition (Tc ¼ 3:6 K) [25], despite Mo2C tra-

ces observed in the X-ray diffraction pattern.

The core-level binding energy (CLBE) of the

chemical components of Mo2B and Mo2BC was

determined by XPS measurements. Figure 3 shows

the XPS survey spectrum of the samples after Arþ ion

etching. The spectra show the Mo 3p, Mo 3d, C 1s,

and B 1s core levels.

The high-resolution XPS spectra of Mo 3d and B 1s

core levels for the Mo2BC and Mo2B compounds are

shown in Fig.4. In this figure, it is observed that B 1s

and Mo 3d core-level intensity is similar to both

compounds. The Mo 3d5=2 CLBE is localized at 227.79

eV (Fig. 4a) and 228.09 eV (Fig. 4b) in Mo2BC and

Mo2B, respectively. Similar results were found for

carbides [26] and borides [26, 27] based on molyb-

denum. Additionally, the deconvolution of the Mo

3d5=2 and Mo 3d3=2 spectra show a small contribution

at 229.16 and 232.30 eV in both compounds, which

are associated with MoO2 [28]. In Fig. 4c, d is shown

the B 1s core-level of Mo2BC and Mo2B, respectively.

The signal intensity is low; however, it was possible

to resolve the binding energy in both samples. The B

1s CLBE was located at 187.94 eV in Mo2BC and at

188.06 eV in Mo2B. These CLBE values are in agree-

ment with those reported previously in transition

metal borides [27, 29], diborides [26, 27, 30], and

borocarbides [31].

The Mo2BC XPS survey spectrum shows the C 1s

core-level, the high-resolution spectrum is shown in

Fig. 5. The signal is fitted assuming two components;

the first one located at 282.95 eV corresponds to

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 X-ray diffraction patterns for the aMo2BC and bMo2B

polycrystalline samples.

Figure 2 Susceptibility versus temperature curves of the Mo2BC

and Mo2B samples.
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Mo2BC, characteristic of borocarbides [31] and transi-

tion-metal carbides [26, 32–35]. The second one local-

ized at 285.00 eV that corresponds to C non-reacted.

The charge-potential model has been proposed to

explain the CLBE shift in compounds and disordered

alloys under the assumption that the final state effects

and volume change are negligible [36]. In this inter-

pretation, the general rule is that the binding energy

of the central atom increases as the electronegativity

of the attached atoms or groups increases. According

to Pauling’s electronegativity table [37], the Mo (2.16)

is more electronegative than B (2.04) but is less elec-

tronegative than C (2.55). It is expected that the C

core-level shifts toward lower binding energies and

the Mo and B core-level shift toward higher binding

energies.

The CLBE shifts are observed in the binary transi-

tion-metal carbides MC (M = 3d transition-metal) [32,

35] indicating that some charge transfer occurred from

M atoms to carbon atoms. The analysis of Mo 3d5=2, B

1s and C 1s CLBE of Mo2BC and Mo2B spectra shows

the core-level energy shift (DMo 3d5=2, DB 1s and DC

1s). Table 1 shows the core-level binding energies and

Table 2 shows the chemical shift (D) for Mo2BC, Mo2B

and reference material, respectively. From the data in

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Figure 4 High-resolution XPS spectra of the Mo 3d for aMo2BC

and b Mo2B samples. High-resolution XPS spectra of the B 1s for

c Mo2BC and d Mo2B samples. The shaded area in the Mo 3d

panel corresponds to MoO2.

Figure 5 High-resolution XPS spectra of the C 1s, core-level for

the Mo2BC sample.

Table 1 Core-level binding energies for Mo2BC, Mo2B and

reference materials

Sample Mo 3d5=2 B 1s C 1s

Mo2BC 227.79 187.94 282.95

Mo2B 228.09 188.06

Mo 227.90

B 187.30

C 285.00

All values are in eV

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 XPS survey spectrum after Arþ etching for the

a Mo2BC and b Mo2B samples.
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Table 2, it is possible to see that the general rule, based

on the electronegativity, is applicable to the Mo2BC

and Mo2B compounds. Similar results were reported

for TaC [32] and MgB2 [38].

Additional information can be extracted from the

XPS measurements. Figure 6 shows the XPS valence

band spectra and the total and partial electronic

density of states (DOS) calculated for Mo2BC and

Mo2B compounds. The DOS of Mo2BC and Mo2B was

calculated from first-principles using the CASTEP

code [17, 18]. The results show that the electronic

density of states at the Fermi level N(E F) for Mo2BC

(3.06 states/eV) is lower than the corresponding to

Mo2B (3.42 states/eV). The N(E F) is in agreement

with those reported previously for Mo2B [4] and

Mo2BC [14]. A good concordance between XPS

valence band and DOS is observed in Mo2BC; how-

ever in the Mo2B, a shift to higher binding energy of

the DOS respect to XPS valence band is observed. This

shift is not a generalized behavior as seen in Mo2BC

and other compounds [39, 40]. However, in high-

temperature superconductors, a good correspondence

can be obtained if the DOS is shifted around 2 eV to

higher binding energy; this difference is usually due to

electron correlation effects [41, 42]. In this work, the

electron correlation effects are not considered.

For Mo2BC, the contributions to total DOS between

�10.5 and �12.5 eV are from the non-bonding B 2s

and C 2s states, meanwhile the feature between �3.0

and �8.0 eV is due to the hybridization between Mo

4d, C 2p, and B 2p states [14]. The Mo 4d–B 2p

hybridized states are lower in energy than the Mo

4d–C 2p hybridized states ones, suggesting that Mo–

C bonds are stronger than Mo–B bonds. For Mo2B,

the B 2s and B 2p states are localized from �6.0 to

�10.0 eV and from �6.0 up to �1.0 eV, respectively.

The feature from �1.0 and �6.0 eV is due to covalent

hybridization between Mo 4d–B 2p bonding states

[4]. Finally, near the Fermi level, the calculated DOS

is formed mainly by Mo 4d states.

XPS measurements on polycrystalline samples

provide the same information of the core-level spec-

trum and valence band than XPS measurements on

thin films and single-crystals surfaces, as previous

reports have been shown [42, 43].

It is noteworthy that the NðEFÞ of Mo2BC is lower

than NðEFÞ of Mo2B, but, Tc of Mo2BC is higher than

the Tc of Mo2B. From the view point of the BCS

theory NðEFÞ and Tc are related by the following

expression [44]:

Tc ¼ 1:14hDexp
�1

NðEFÞV

� �
; ð1Þ

where hD is the Debye temperature, NðEFÞ is the

electronic density of states at Fermi level, and V is

related to the electron-phonon interaction. According

to this expression, large values of N(E F) and/or

electron-phonon interaction lead to high T c values.

This fact indicates that for these compounds NðEFÞ
plays a second role in the effect of NðEFÞ on Tc. Thus,

the electron-phonon interaction might play a pre-

ponderant role in the origin of superconductivity in

these compounds. For example, the high Tc in the

Table 2 Chemical shift (D) for Mo2BC and Mo2B

Sample DMo 3d 5=2 DB 1s DC 1s

Mo2BC 0.11 -0.64 2.05

Mo2B -0.19 -0.76

All values are in eV

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 Valence band (dots) determined by XPS measurements

and electronic density of states (continuous lines) calculated for

Mo2BC (a) and Mo2B (b). Calculations include the partial and

total density of states (scale on the right side correspond to DOS

and the left side to XPS valence band).
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transition metal carbides and nitrates results pri-

marily from the relatively large values of k [45], dif-

fering of A15 compounds which their high Tc results

from large NðEFÞ values [46, 47]. However, there is no

consensus about the relation between Debye tem-

perature hD and T c. For example, in high-T c oxide

superconductors, Abd-Shukor [48] suggests that hD
does not correlate with T c while that Ledbetter [49]

proposes that if there is such a relationship. More-

over, Ledbetter [49] suggests that in BCS materials, T

c increases with decreasing hD. This behavior is not

observed in our results (see Table 3).

According to the BCS theory, the electron-phonon

coupling constant can be determined using the

semiempirical formula of McMillan [52], expressed as

Tc ¼
hD
1:45

exp
�1:04ð1þ kÞ

k� l�ð1þ 0:62kÞ

� �
; ð2Þ

where l� is the Coulomb pseudopotential that is

related to the screened Coulomb interaction, and k is

the electron–phonon coupling constant. Using Eq. (2)

and l� = 0.13, we obtain k = 0.75 for Mo2BC and 0.70 for

the Mo2B compound. The electron-phonon coupling

constant is similar to both compounds, and the values

obtained indicate that Mo2BC and Mo2B are interme-

diate coupled superconductors. Table 3 summarizes the

parameter’s values used to calculate k. As a conclusion,

the phonon density of states is more important than

NðEFÞ in Mo2BC and Mo2B, as can be inferred from

Eq. (1) and the corresponding values of hD. Experi-
mental and calculations of the phonon density of states

are required to determine the differences between the

phonon modes involved in the superconducting state

of the Mo2BC and Mo2B compounds.

Conclusions

The Mo2BC polycrystalline sample was synthesized

by the arc-melting method from commercially avail-

able Mo2B powder precursor. X-ray diffraction

studies showed that the compounds are mainly

single phase. Magnetization measurements revealed

that the Mo2BC and Mo2B have T c values of 7.2 and

5.6 K, respectively. Comparing the core-level binding

energies of both compounds with the Mo metal, B

crystalline, and C, we observed chemical shifts most

probably due to the mechanism of charge transfer. The

XPS valence band measurements of Mo2BC and Mo2B

compounds were consistent with the total DOS. The

significant contribution to the electronic density of

states at the Fermi level, in both compounds, is from

Mo 4d states which are the main responsible of the

metallic behavior. The electron-phonon coupling con-

stant of both compounds indicates that they are

intermediate coupled superconductors and that the

phonon density of states plays a major role than NðEF)

on the superconducting temperature.
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